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Gauss’s Lemma is a theorem on transfers. !? 1988 Academc Press, Inc. 
Mathematical ideas can become so closely associated with particular set- 
tings that they are not recognized when they reappear outside their familiar 
surroundings. This is especially likely to happen when an argument is dis- 
covered early in the development of a subject and remains standard in its 
original context. I hope therefore that number theorists may be interested 
in this expository note showing how Gauss’s Lemma is actually a special 
case of something that occurs elsewhere in algebraic number theory. 
We all know the lemma, of course, as it is used in almost every elemen- 
tary presentation of quadratic reciprocity: If p is an odd prime, b an integer 
not divisible by p, and ,u the number of elements in the set 
(b, 2h, . ..) (p- l)b/21 whose numerically least residues (mod p) are 
negative, then (b/p) = (- 1)“. The real point of the standard proof (which 
is Gauss’s original proof [4]) is that ( - 1)” is congruent to bcpp ‘)j2; the 
interpretation in Legendre symbols then is just Euler’s criterion. Hasse [S, 
p. 521, followed by several later writers [7, p. 103; 9, p. 393, has pointed 
out that the factors 1, 2, . . . . (p - 1)/2 can be replaced by a “half-system,” 
any (p - 1)/2 numbers not congruent to each other or each other’s 
negatives. The first step toward a general understanding of the lemma is to 
notice that these are simply coset representatives of the subgroup { k 1). 
We can see the next step if we look at a corresponding lemma for higher 
powers, as given (e.g.) by Eisenstein [3, p. 683 for cubes. For a prime p 
congruent to 1 modulo 3 and an element w  of order 3 mod p, take coset 
representatives R, , . . . . Rep ~ 1 ,,3 of { 1, CD, 02} and multiply by some b not 
divisible by p. Let /I be the number of these products of the form wRi and y 
the number of the form w2Ri. Then Gauss’s proof establishes that b(p-“‘3 
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is congruent to w  ‘j+‘? This makes it plain that in the original lemma it is 
(- 1)” rather than 1( itself that matters. The expression in Gauss’s Lemma 
is a product of l’s and -l’s, where (as it turns out in that case) p factors 
are - 1. 
By now it is probably clear what the general operation is. We start with 
a group G, a subgroup H of finite index, and an element h in G. We choose 
coset representatives Ri, multiply to form hR,, rewrite hR, as hiRnt,, for h, 
in H, and form n h,. It is easy to see that this product is well determined 
modulo the commutator subgroup (H, H) of H and gives us a 
homomorphism from G to H/(H, H). The proof of Gauss’s Lemma shows 
that the composite mapping G + H/( H, H) + G/(G, G) sends b to the class 
of /p”l 
Now the point is that E. Artin actually defined this general mapping 
from G to H/(H, H) in a quite different number-theoretic context around 
1930; he named it the “transfer,” and it was a tool to help prove the prin- 
cipal ideal theorem of class field theory (see [6]). The statement that we 
just saw as the extension of Gauss’s Lemma to transfers was apparently not 
recorded explicitly until it became a special case of a statement about 
group cohomology in a 1953 paper [ 21 by Eckmann. (A similar statement 
was recorded at about the same time in the Artin-Tate notes [ 1 ] on class 
field theory.) Group theorists have pointed out that the construction of the 
transfer could be found (without any special name) in a 1902 paper by 
Schur [S]. But as we can now see, it is actually a process familiar to us all 
in an important special case, and it is yet another basic idea that goes back 
to Gauss. 
Addendum. Thanks to one of the editors. I can refer interested readers to a more technical 
paper by A. Leutbecher (Archiv der Moth. 23 (1972), 151-153). He introduces a generalized 
concept of transfer and uses it to derive the properties of the Kronecker symbol. 
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